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Bookstore robbery linked
to unsolved Fullerton case
University Police investigators
have uncovered additional information in their search for the
person who kidnaped the Spartan
Bookstore manager and stole 82,000
from the store’s safe.
Sgt. William Correll, case investigator, said a similar bookstore
robbery and kidnaping had been
committed at California State
University at Fullerton in 1976, but
was never solved.
That case also involved the
kidnaping of the bookstore manager.
The two universities are pooling
their investigation efforts, according to University Police Chief
Earnest Quinton
Also, partial fingerprints and

3.00

some of the robber’s belongings
were discovered in kidnap victim
Harry Wineroth’s car, found
abandoned Thursday morning near
Wineroth’s Sunnyvale home.
However, Correll said the new
clues are too "inconclusive" lobe of
any use yet.
Wineroth and his wife were
kidnaped Wednesday night by a
well -dressed gunman who forced
them to leave their home for the
Spartan Bookstore at about 11:30
p.m.
Wineroth was forced at gunpoint
to open the only safe without a direct
alarm to the campus police.
With the $2,000 in a briefcase
taken from the store, the gunman

left in Wineroth’s 1974 white and red
Buick sedan, Correll said, leaving
the two victims tied up.
The money was from the cash
drawers kept overnight in the store
for the following morning’s opening
business, he added.
After untying himself, Wineroth
pulled the alarm at about I a.m.
Thursday.
Shortly after, the manager’s car
was found abandoned about eight
blocks south of his house.
Residents in the vicinity of the
abandoned car were questioned but
none had seen the suspect, Correll
said.
Police have questioned many
people but none as yet have seen the

suspect, according to Correll.
The suspect was described by
Wineroth as a caucasian male in his
early thirties, six feet tall, weighing
about 170 pounds.
He has dark
brown hair, a moustache and
goatee.
Wineroth was unavailable
Friday but he was back at work.
At this time Correll says there is
no reason to lead him to believe that
the suspect was working with a
companion.
The University
Police
is
working on the robbery leads and
the Sunnyvale police is working on
the kidnaping investigation, he said.
Extra security on campus is
under consideration, according to
Chief Quinton.

Journalism Dept. plagued

Homosexuals cause restroom stir
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"On rappell!" is the cry given before going over the edge.
as this SJSU student has already done. The ROTC held a
demonstration of rappelling on the San Jose Fire
Department’s practice tower. For the related story, see
page 6.
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By Jan Greben
The man was sitting inside a
restroom stall. Almost finished with
his businesss, he suddenly noticed a
face peering at him from beneath
the stall door.
Letting out a yelp that caused
the peeping-tom to Jump up and run
away, the man also quickly
understandably
departed,
bewildered.
This incident did not take place
in some house of 111 repute. It occured in the men’s restroom of the
Journalism Building, a constant
center for homosexual activites.
Besides spying episodes, there
are also allegedly gay liaisons in the
restroom.
Though It has been a problem
for many years, the issue now is
basically hushed up because of a
lack of an answer to the problem.
While University Police Chief
Earnest Quinton does not condone
the bathroom incidents, he says
there is not much the police can do.
"We monitor the bathroom with
both uniformed policemen and
plainclothesmen," he said. "We’ll
arrest people when something is
actually is going on.
"But usually, by the time we get
there, nothing’s happening "
There have been unsuccessful
attempts In the past to solve the
problem.
In 1972, University Police
removed the stall doors in the
restroom in an effort to prevent
homosexual meetings.
Two years later, the doors were
put back in their original location.
At that time, Quinton explained
that the doors were reinstalled
because gay activities had not been
deterred by he lack of privacy

Dorm fees paid but 300 still waiting
Some 300 students who paid $342
each to be placed on the dormitory
waiting list still have not been accommodated, according to Cordell
Roland, director of on campus
housing
The fee payment, which carries
no guarantee of a room, will not be
returned unless a written request is
received by the Housing Office

it!

Roland "guesses" that 100 ol
these students will be placed
sometime during the semester as
students drop out of school and
vacate
their
dorm
rooms.
a

oft

Originally, 398 students wer* on the
paid waiting list

taken off the list and request refunds
at any time, according to Roland,

All seven dorms are presently
filled

"But they have to request it,"
Roland stressed.
"It 14 not
automatic."

The waiting fee was established.
Roland explained, "to keep a really
firm list, you need a commitment."
"It’s much easier this year than
last year when we did not have a
paid waiting list," Roland said
’This way, they give us a phone
number and they check with us more
frequently."
Students can have their names

Refund checks, which must go
through Sacramento, should be
received four to six weeks after
request.
It has not yet been decided by
Roland whether the students on the
waiting Ilst this semester will
automatically be placed on the list
for next semester’s dorm spaces.

PRObE
Unemployed student benefits
threatened by senate action
By Kathy Morrison
A bill which would prevent students
who work only part-time from receiving
unemployment benefits has passed
through the State Senate, but will not
advance any further until early next year.
ABM requires only the assembly’s
approval of the senate’s amendments
before it advances to Gov. Jerry Brown,
but that action must wait until after the
legislature’s traditional fall recess.
Further action on the measure, which
was introduced by Assemblyman Dixon

Arnett, RRedwood City, will also be
determined by a State Supreme Court
Ruling on the issue. That ruling is due
Thursday.
Supporters of the measure include the
Chamber of Commerce and the California
Manufacturers Association.
Both the University of California
Student Lobby and the California State
University
and
Colleges
Student
Presidents Association (SPA) are opposing the bill, which Is being tested In
court for the second time.

This semester, there has
already been an observed incident of
homosexuals loitering in the the
bathroom.
Last Tuesday, two students
witnessed an altercation between
two young homosexuals, both appearing to be in their early 20’s , and
an older man who was apparently
outraged at what he observed upon
entering the restroom.
Arguing loudly with the two
young men, according to the wit.
nesses, the older man went to call
police to report the incident. After
the man entered a phone booth, on of
the homosexuals allegedly kicked
him. Both young men then hastily

left the scene.
There was no complaint filed
An inspection of the restroom
walls revealed large amounts of
graffiti reflecting homosexual interests.
A Journalism Department
employee agreed that gays use the
restroom as a hangout.
"It goes on all the time," the
employee said. "In the afternoons,
after the cleaning lady leaves at 3
p.m., there’s a steady stream of
them.
The employee added, "I pay no
mind to it."
Another employee said that "it
occurs all the time.

"Summers are worst," the
employee complained,
"because
nobody’s around. Ever since my son
had an incident in there, I’ve tried to
chase them ( homosexuals away."
None of the persons questioned
knew why the men’s bathroom
becamea popular meeting spot.
Additionally, no one has a
solution.
"The only solution," says
Quinton, "is to post a policeman by
the door. Of course, we can’t do
that."
"We get 10 to 15 complaints a
semester about it," he added. "It
will probably be the same this
semester as it is every semester."

District elections for San Jose
draws citizen support at hearing
By Rick Cotta
Proposals for district election In
San Jose drew strong support from
citizens and campus residents
Thursday night at a public hearing
in the City Council Chambers.
The hearing before the San Jose
Charter Review Committee was
attended by about 100 persons
representing various political
neighborhood
and
groups
organizations.
A.S. President Steve Wright
described SJSU as a "city within a
city" and supported the concept of
district elections.
He said students who live in the
campus area are concerned about
housing and jobs, and felt that
district elections would enable
resident students to better express
those concerns.
Wright also said that district
elections woild improve student
turnout at elections. He noted that a
central voting district would be
heavily populated with students who
would be motivated by their concerns over parking, housing and
crime in the area to take a more
active part in city government.
The A.S. president also voiced
support for the 10-district proposal,
which the Charter Review Committee also favors.
"I would urge that at least the 10
district plan be implemented," said
Wright.
He also urged the committee to
preserve the campus community
regardless of how many districts are
instituted.
Community
Campus
Association president Louie Barozzi

The measure originally stemmed from
a decision last year by the Unemployment
Insurance Appeals Board involving a
UCLA law student
The student, who had a long history of
supporting herself and her family through
part-time work, was laid off her Job and
applied for unemployment benefits. The
appeals board ruled that she was eligible.
even though she refused to quit school for a
Job unless it paid at least $1,000 per month.
The
Employment
Development
Department took the case to the California
Supreme Court, which also decided in
favor of the student
The court ruled that, though very
special criteria must be supplied and
proven, it was atilt possible for a part-time
worker to receive benefits
When Arnett’s bill was first proposed,
according to SPA legislative advocate

Steve Wright
also voiced support for district
elections, though he recommended
that more than 10 districts be implemented
Barozzi, the A.S. advisor, also
said city council members should
receive more than their current $400
a month salary.
"We should pay them a sub.
stantial salary," saud Barozzi, but
he did not propose a figure
Jerry Fogel. a San Jose attorney and member of the com
mittee, said the committee favors
district elections.
"This committee has already
voted in favor of districts in some
form," he said, adding, "What has
been left undetermined is what
form."

Scott Plotkin, it made clear that the law
could be no more liberal than the unique
situation recognized by the court In this
form it first passed the assembly.
While in the senate, the bill was
changed to its current form, barring any
students who work only part-time from
receiving benefits
According to Bill McClure, administrative assistant to Arnett, the bill is
necessary because "there are enough
people drawing off it (unemployment)
al ready ."
This sentiment was echoed by Senator
Dennis Carpenter, RNewport Beach, who
warned against a "potential raid on the
unemployment insurance fund."
Plotkin, however, said the groups
supporting the bill overreacted to the
court’s first ruling.

Committee Chairman Conrad
Rushing, also a San Jose attorney,
explained that two basic proposals
are being considered.
One, he said, Would place
primary elections in districts, with
run-off elections held "at large."
The other proposal would place
eictions completely within districts.
Fogel emphasized that no
decision has been made on which
form will finally be adopted
"These are not rigid ideas at
all," said Fogel -The whole reason
we’re having public hearings is to
consider what to do with these
things "
Fogel pointed out that San Jose
has a higher voter-representative
ratio than most large cities.
Currently. according to the com
mittee, each San Jose City Council
member represents about 82,000
residents, while most cities have a
ratio of one representatve for every
37,000 to 58,000 persons
About 25 persons from the
gallery spoke at the hearing. All but
one supported dthtrict elections, and
most urged the committee to consider dividing the city into 14
districts instead of 10
Raleigh Smith, a part-time
SJSU instructor, spoke In favor of
district elections
"I know that districting would
encourage in our citizenry a real
sense of community and par.
tic ipation " Smith said.
Two more public hearings are
scheduled on Apr. 22 at the Cam
brian Community Center, and one on
Sept. 29 at the Reid Hiliview Community Center.

"They’re all afraid students will quit
their summer Jobs at ALW or whatever
and go on unemployment," he said.
Phyllise Smith, of the UC Student
Lobby, said the group is opposing the
measure because "we feel that there are a
lot of students who can work and go to
Echool at the same time and the bill doesn’t
recognize them.’’
8
ld if the "Valentine
decision" (the pending court ruling) is
favorable to the bill’s backers, the bill will
be dropped. Otherwise, they will go ahead
with the action and send It on to Gov.
Brown.
If the bill does reach the governor,
both student groups will request that he
veto it, which would be the first time.
acording to Plotkin, that the SPA has
taken such action.
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The first two weeks of school have seemed a succession
of perspiration soaked lines for books, registration, adding
classes, eating food and the most aggravating task of all -parking.
Blame and accusations have been thrown between the
SJSU administration and the San Jose City Council on the
parking issue.
Very little has been said, however, about the role of SJSU
students, who are not precisely to blame for the blindness of
the downtown San Jose planning,but are nevertheless a
substantial part of the present problem.
What do students do besides grow increasingly more
irritable in front of "full lot" signs?
Car pooling, although a seeming pain in the neck, can be
a useful alternative if students would simply care to participate in an ongoing organized program.
A ride sharing program is available at the SJSU Student
Union information booth by simply asking to join. Only 160 of
SJSU’s multitude now participate.
Becoming a part of the car pool system is very painless.
It involves:
*Filling out a card, with your schedule, the area that you
live in, your address, name and phone number.
’Putting that card into an index file with cards of the
same locale, and browsing through for possible matchups.
The car pool program is that simple, and the more people
who add their name to the list, the more opportunity to avoid
the "full lot" syndrome.
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Letters
GSU
Editor
As president of the Gay
Student’s Union, I wish to publicly
express my appreciation to the
Associated Students Council of SJSU
for their unanimous approval of a
resolution commending the GSU of
SJSU and their efforts in defense of
human rights for gays.
I especially want to thank the
council members for the courtesy
and respect the former vice
president of the GSU and I received
when we made our proposals at the
Sept. 7 Council meeting.
The enlightened response from
the council should serve as an encouragement to the approximately
, 2,000 gay students at SJSU that it ls
getting safer to be whom you are and
"come out.
The GSU is open to all gay
people land straight people).
Matthew Savoca
Unclassified Graduate
Student
Gay Student Union
President.

Peoples
Editor
..
This letter is in response to your
...editorial of Sept. 8 entitled "For the
’Record."
I am not at all satisfied by your
efforts to apologize for statements
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made against me in your editorial of
the previous day. I expected more.
I believe that the "inaccurate interpretations," as you call It, in that
editorial was libelous. Irresponsible
and totally without basis in fact.
In
today’s
Your apology
editorial was addressed to some
general audience, but it was not
addressed to the audience who was
wronged. It is to me personally that
your apology is due. That is the least
you can do.
I do appreciate you including an
excerpt from a statement that I
made "for the record." However. I
made a more complete statement,
much of which you left out. Apparently, some of my comments
didn’t suit your purpose and you
presumed to exercise your editorial
license on my words. I do not op.
predate that.
I certainly question the integrity
of the editorial staff. But, what the
hell. Anything to sell papers. Right!
If nothing else, you may share
this letter with your readers That is
If you have the courtesy to print the
entire letter.
Edward E. Peoples
Associate Professor
Administration of Justice
The Spartan Daily encourages
regarding
comments
your
editorials, comments, news stories
or anything you might have on your
mind.
Letters may be submitted at The
Daily office (JC 298) between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
or by mall.
All letteers should be signed
with author’s name, major and class
standing.
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N -Bomb misunderstood
By Jim Hooker
Despite the controversy and
intense opposition surfacing in wake
of the development of the neutron
bomb, such a weapon, if looked at
realistically, does not appear to be
the next step towards Armageddon.
as many of the bomb’s critics claim.

Jim Hooker is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
There can be no doubt that the
effects of the bomb -violent spasms
and nausea followed by death -are
unpleasant to contemplate.
Yet,
during recent discussions, the issue
has become subject to a barrage of
subjective and unrealistic criticism
by opponents,
compounded by
emotion and panic.
The following ifnormation
provides another side to an often
one-sided issue.
The neutron bomb Is designed to
destroy forms of life while leaving
surrounding buildings unscathed.
Consequently, it has been viewed as
a symbol of an Inhuman and Ironic
military policy.
Yet, the bomb was designed as a
defensive, not an offensive, weapon,
allowing for the resettlement of
evacuated areas in the event of a
major in, a,ion

MESS YOUvE CXXIVrI

That was the major objective of
its design.
Neither the Pentagon nor the
Carter administration view the
bomb as an offensive weapon, since
it would accomplish a minimum of
damage to installations and support
facilities
And despite the fact that it
possesses a less destructive effect.
the neutron bomb cannot be used
indiscriminately, as some opponents
charge, since it is another part of our
the
nuclear arsenal, subject to
direct control of the President.
Critics of the bomb also contend
that the development of this weapon
will increase the size of our military
arsenal, therefore increasing the
probability of war.
In fact, such weapons will only
replace existing conventional
nuclear weapons in Western Europe.
Why only in Western Europe?
Military sources warn the
United State would now lose a

conventional war with the Soviet
Union in Western Europe. If a
European conflict were to occur, the
United States would be forced to use
conventional nuclear weapons, or
abandon Europe -a vital strategic
point.
Considering the devastating
effects of an all-out nuclear conflict
between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union. both military and civilian
advisers agree that the neutron
bomb could serve to avert or contain
a nuclear confrontation.
A world without weapons,
although a noble objective for the
future, is, at the present time.
nothing more than a pipedream
As in the case of the neutron
bomb, when idealism and emotions
take the place of reality, no matter
how unpleasant that reality may
seem, they become dangerous
hindrances.
Until both the United State and
the Soviet Union are able to arrive at

a meaningful agreement concerning
the proliferation and use of nuclear
weapons, the "balance of terror"
described by former Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger appears to
remain a frightening reality.
No
weapon
is
pleasant,
especially in light of the fact that the
"overkill" capabilities possessed by
the superpowers make victory a
hollow and meaningless word.
But considering the design and
placement of the neutron bomb, it
appears to be a defense alternative
which has been subjected to excessIve and unrealistic criticism.
As President Carter stated prior
to endorsing production and
deployment of the neutron bomb,
"Probably the most serious danger
in the neutron bomb is the fact that,
while in itself it doesn’t make a great
deal of difference one way or the
other, it has distracted public attention from more significant
national defense issues."

Neutron bomb a waste
by Kick (alto
W. C. Fields would have loved
the neutron bomb. After all, any
bomb that destroys dogs and
children but leaves distilleriis
standing can’t be all bad.

us Roo, s1o41.Ev /6

In fact, the neutron bomb may
not, be such a bad idea. It may kill
you. but it would leave your house
intact for future generations. There
would be no way of telling what
those future generations would look
like, but having a nice surplus of
buildings and structures could make
up for that.
Another good point of the
neutron bomb is. not harming
structures, it will not destroy
graveyards.
One of the big
headaches of military planners has
been what to do with all of the
charred, radioactive, dismembered
and otherwise dead people left
scattered about by a general nuclear
exchange.
Fret no more, gentiemen. your problem is solved.
Hick Cotta is a Spartan Bally staff
writer
For the last 30 years or so, we
have lived with the fear of atomic
weaponry.
The same thing that
happened to the good folks of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki could also
happen to us except worse.
But the sheer terror and doom
promised by a push-button battle
has been a prime restraint. Nobody
wanted to start a nuclear war
because nobody would be left to tell
about it.
But now we have a new kind of
bomb, and it makes pushing the
ominous button easier than ever.
Instead of blowing up the whole
world, we’ll just be blowing up
people, and not even good people at
that. Just communist cossacks and
wave after wave of Red Chinese.
By protecting property, the
neutron bomb devalues life.
Imagine the absurdity of a peasant
pleading
with
his
military
conqueror, "Take my life, rape my
wife and daughters, slaughter my
children, kill my animals, but
please, please, don’t burn.down my
barn

It seems that people are not
important anymore. We are just
statistics to be quoted when Labor
Day is over, when unemployment is
up, when we want to get rid of a
president. Perhaps the worst effect
a neutron bomb explosion would
have on this country would be a
steep dive in the GNP.
Why push death? We live on the
brink of extinction as it is. What do
we need another way to die or kill
people for?
For those of us who pay them,
why should our tax dollars go into
the production of N -Bombs? Nobody
asked me if they could use my
money to build a neutron bomb.
They just told me that I need a
neutron bomb.
Well. if I need one, why don’t
they give me one? I’d like to have it
in my living room as a conversation
piece.
"Hey, " I’d say, "ya see that.
That’s a neutron bomb Kills by the
thousands, but leaves buildings
standing
I’ll tell you, nobody
messes with me in this neighborhood."
What bomb are we going to
invent next?
One that kills only
people with blue eyes but leaves
everybody else standing? Or one
that doesn’t kill innocent civilians or
children, just soldiers?
I’ve got a good idea for a new
bomb.
It kills politicians and
generals and leaves everybody else
standing.
It seems clear to me that we
don’t need a neutron bomb. We can
already overkill, so why go any
farther?
What are we coming to?
Whatever it is, I’m not sure I like it,
and the Nbomb can only hasten us
’10 down the road to that dubious end.
There is one other problem.
After the N -bomb has killed all the
people, but left their buildings
standing, what good will the
There won’t be
buildings be?
anybody around to use them

*neptetiiiiiI
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Sunnyvale women attempt oil recycling
B Jan tireben
The man steps softly out of his car. The
darkness of the country road swiftly envelops
him.
Carrying a bucket filled with a
mysterious substance, he walks some 100 feet
off the road. Looking to his right, he finds an
obscure patch of land that does nothing but
acquire weeds.
Quickly, he looks in all directions. Seeing
nothing, he empties the contents of the bucket
into the field, runs back to his car and drives
off into the night.
A spy dumping evidence, you say?
Perhaps just a weirdo? Or maybe a guy who
idolizes Johnny Appleseed and is trying to a
new method of fertilization?
Wrong on all counts. This is a classic
example of an oil waster.
Now, thanks to a couple of Sunnyvale
women, citizens who have not known what to
do when they change the oil in their car can
recycle the gooey stuff.
It all began in 1973 when Mary Cornwell
observed a man pour his used crankcase nil
down a Sunnyvale storm drain.
After properly admonishing the hapless
polluter, the idea occured to her to initiate a
used oil collection program in her neigh
borhood.
Aligning with Mary Eklund, a fnrmer De
Anza College instructor who had been urging
her son to find a service station willing to
accept their used lubricaton oil, they formed
ROAR (Return Oil and Re -refine).
Now, ROAR claims to be the nation’s firs!
voluntary oil recycling program.
The problen confronting ROAR in to
spread the idea that oil can be recycled.

ie
5

A ship, the Argo Merchant, spilled 7.3
million gallons of oil off Nantucket last
December. In comparison, the amount of
ased oil spilled each year in California is
more than 28 million gallons.
Lubrication oil never wears out but can
be re -refined over and over again.
The metal oxides in used oil are not
biodegradable and, when they enter the food
chain, can become present in the food we eat.
This may be cancer -producing.
Finally, two-thirds of the oil in the oceans
comes from the crankcases of autos and the
sumps of other machines around the world.
More than one-half of the earth’s oxygen is
produced by the phytoplankton which live in
the surface of the ocean. Floating oil kills the
phytoplankton.
Each year in the U.S. 660 million gallons
of used lubrication oil are dumped
somewhere in the environment. Only 100
million gallons, according to the Federal
Energy Administration, are re -refined.
Although Or. earth can decompose oil, it
cannot handle the quantities our oil -oriented
society now dumps. The quantity is expected
to increase yearly.
Eklund claimed that since 1965, when
there were 150 re -refineries in the U.S., the
number has slipped to less than 40.
She blamed this on repressive legislation
measures, including statutes that say re refined oil must be tabled as "previously
used," and a 1965 bill which stated that
railroads could get no refund on their oil tax if
any part of the oil they used was re -refined.
Since then, re -refined oil has been
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estranged wife’s home so
the man could obtain his
popcorn popper, a gift from
his mother.
"I was simply there to
make sure there was no
violence," he said, "but she
(the wife) turned on me.
They’re always trying to
get you to side with them.
They tell you the most
Intimate things."

Unsinger, acting head
of the SJSU Administration
of Justice Department,
traded jobs last year with
Sgt. David Stone and found
himself in the middle of
quite a few marital beefs.

student
An
SJSU
majoring in administration
of justice was riding with
Unsinger that day and
changed her mind aobut
police work after the
popcorn popper incident.

"THERE WERE a
surprising number of wife battering situations," he
said. "I even got into one
husband -battering."
Unsinger found these
frustrating
situations
because the wife often will
not press charges against
her husband."It’s always
’but he’s such a wonderful
man when he’s sober’."
"Usually the incident
does not occur in a police
officer’s presence," he
said, "so the wife must
press charges. She must
testify. If she doesn’t, we
could be sued for false
imprisonment."

NOT ALL the domestic
calls involved beating,
Unsinger once
however.
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"She had never been in
a patrol car and didn’t
know what a police officer
did," he explained. "She
asked ’Where’s all the cop
stuff’’ "
"IT
ocCOMES
casionally,’ Unsinger said.
"The bulk of a police officer’s work is in report
writing."
After receiving calls
from police departments
all over the state about
SJSU graduates that can’t
write, Unsinger is "more
than ever conviced that we
have to offer our own
technical writing class."

air.
What is ROAR doing to combat this"
By lobbying with politicians and local
civic organizations, and by prompting energy
officials to issue nationally a kit instructing
people how to start a ROAR program. Eklund
and Cornwell believe their work hasjust
begun.
"I want to see this program go world
wide," Eklund said.
Today, 80 service stations in the Santa
Clara Valley fly the ROAR banner.
And used oil is now accepted at five
recycling centers, four Sunnyvale firehouses
two auto dealers and one city corporation
yard.
Additionally, many high school auto
shop classes have started recycling
programs.
But, though this is an optimistic
beginning, statistics Indicate there is a back
breaking amount of work still to be done.
Anyway, do at least one deed for your
conscience.
Next time you’re out on that dark country
road, enjoy the scenery and your company
but leave the oil behind.
If you don’t, one of these days it will catch
up with us --no matter how fast we run in the
opposite direction

Car registration hassles

Specialized in marital beefs

By Linda Zavoral
Pete
Unsinger
probably could qualify as a
marriage counselor after
five months with the
Milpitas Police Department.

determined to be as good, if not better, tnan
virgin oil.
Eklund also said that when oil is not
recycled, inductile’ burning of it is common
Last year approximately 250 gallons of used
lubrication oil was burned.
During corn
bustion, toxic oxides can be released into the

Gone are the days
when you could pluck those
aggravating traffic tickets
from your window and tear
them to shreds.
Anyone with unpaid
traffic tickets, according to
a new addition to the
California Vehicle Code,
will be unable to register
their car.

"I’m also convinced
that if you don’t get
yourself in shape, you’ll
never be a police officer,"
he said.
"I suggest the
students start taking advantage
of the
P.E.
programs here."

Hotel gets treatment
for hot wax treatment

A HEFTY 240 pou nds
before the job exchange.
Unsinger got down to 195
during his workout at the
police academy.

FRANCISCO
SAN
A Connecticut
(AP)
woman who said she was
burned during a hot wax
eyebrow treatment sued
the Mark Hopkins Hotel on
$ 7 5,0 0 0
Friday
for
damages.

After putting in his
flours at the academy, he
was
assigned
to
the
"quieter of the Milpitas
beats," which was mostly
residential.
"You don; ’t get too
many
problems
from
homeowners," he said.
"Generally, apartment
complexes are where you
get your problems."
Unsinger, who has
served as a reserve officer
with the Santa Clara
County Sheriff’s Department, claims "the job
hasn’t changed much.
You’re essentially dealing
with
drunks
and
juveniles."
Unsinger, who found
"large periods of idleness"

The new addition,
called the Roberti Bill, will
keep track of unpaid
citations through a computer system.
All vehicle registration
cards sent out as of Jan. 1,
1978 will include in the
upper right hand corner the
citation number of the
ticket, bail due, and a $2.00

Mrs. Arthur D’Arazien
of New Cannaan, Conn.,
complained in a U.S.
District Court suit that she
was hurt Aug. 30 at a
bdauty salon in the hotel.

SJSU Administrator of Justice prof. Pete
Unsigner momentarily relives being a
Milpitas policeman again,
In the Milpitas beat, admits
he would have dealt with
more crime had he worked
in an area such as San
Francisco. But, he claims,
of
types
same
the
situations are encountered
In all police work.

Beauty salons apply
heated wax to eyebrows to
shape them

The suit contended that
hot wax was applied with
gross negligence to her
eyebrows and as a result
her forehead, eyebrows
and eyelids were burned.
As a result of the apthe
and
plication,
measures taken to remove
the wax, Mrs. D’Arazien
said she suffered pain and
humiliation and medical
treatment.
She asked $25,000 in
actual damages and $50,000
in punitive damages.
was
comment
No
available from the hotel

processing charge, all of
which must be paid before
the car can be registered
DMV officials expect
to cut adthis . bill
costs
ministrative
significantly by reducing
paperwork. At the same
time, the bulk of the 1.2
million traffic citations
that go unpaid each year in
California might be caught,
for an estimated $15 million
in revenues.
The lioberti Bill will
have added importance in
the SJSU area, where
10,933 parking citations
were issued by University
Police and the University
Parking Office in 1976.
About 40 percent of
those tickets go unpaid,
Adto
according
ministrative Officer to the
University Police Larry
James

COPIES
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The exchange was "a
for
experience
great
someone who has never
been in any uniform
situation for a long period
of time," Unsinger said.
"You’ve got a living
lab out there."

SPARTAGU IDE
InStudent
The
Meditation
ternational
Society will hold two lectures, at 11:30 a.m. and
in the
7:30 p.m., today
S.U. Almaden Room. The
Is
lecture
title of the
"Enlightenment, supernatural abilities and the
transcendental meditation
program."
The Shotokan Karate
Club will hold Its first
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The Flying Twenty will
meet at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
in AB 107 at the San Jose
Municipal Airport. Those
interested in joining should
attend or contact Jason
Dahl at 277-7878.
Project Canister is a
drive to collect aluminim
soft drink cans on campus
for recycling. The projoct,
part of SCALE, now has
containers
collection
located near the Coke
machines in most major
Please
school buildings.
support Pro-Can by placing
your empty cans in the
No trash
containers.
For more inplease.
formation call Ray at the
SCALE office, 277-2189.

Spartan Daily

P oly

meeting at noon today in
the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
Those interested should
call Dr. Mark Sneller, 2773006.

d

The format of the
Dental Admission Test and
ways to maximize scores
will be the subject of guest
speakers at SJSU Pre Dental Club meeting at
in the
7:30 p.m. today
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
more information call
Randy LaFrom at 996-1396

PER

Mi.

the

Men’s1

Gym and the Men’s Pool
will be open, through the
on
program,
Corec
Monday, Tuesday and
Friday nights from 7 p.m.
to II p.m. and weekends
from noon to 5 p.m.
volleyball,
Basketball,
badminton and swimming
will be offered.

Wanted:

a few good leaders.

TV’s
FOR RENT

Special Student Rates

$10.00 PER MONTH 377-2935
411M

CHINESE FAS r FOOD

2 SELECTIONS
CHINESE PLATE
LUNCH SPECIAL
MON FRI 11 30 1 30
CORNER OF 8TH & E SANTA CLARA
0 A BLOCK FROM THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Being a Marine officer requires many things.
Total responsibility. Ability to give 100% to
every challenge - every time. Above all,
leadership: the single most critical skill sought
after by on employer military or civilian. If
you have the potential, desire, toughness and
determination, we can make you a leader.
Not just while you’re a Marine officer, but for
the rest of your life. For facts about Marine
officer programs, talk with the Mai ine Officer
Selection Team while they ore on compus at
the Student Union. If you are unable to see us
on campus, contact the nearest Marine
recruiting office or call toll free (800) 252.0241.
We will be on campus:
9:30-2:00
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
12, 13, and 14 September
USMC Officer Selection Office
2902 Almaden Expressway
San Jose, California 95125
(408) 275-7445

Spartan Gardens is
currently offering two
courses through the Environmental Studies and
New College departments,
with one, two or three units

tARINIC4S
$1.35

offered
For more information call Ray, Rick or
Jeff at the SCALE office
next to the old cafeteria on
Seventh Street or call 2772189.

The Best in Bay Area Entertainment
Free Wheelin’
Mardi Gras
Stardust
S.F. Star
Frontage Road
Wish
South Bay Flash
Moondance
Music Machine
The Del Pompadores
(Rock ’n Roil Revival Show)

Lihieridlan Ave.

(0.1 with the Damon’ Music,

408 Suite
275-6325
107

San Joss, CA 9512*

/954331.
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Personality, drive
net King success

Tapping up to par
By H. Kim Lew
In an effort to Improve his golf game, SJSU Prof. Dr
Pete Zidnak took up tap dancing last semester.
It substantially improved his mobility and general
"body control." but unfortunately he more or less tern
porarily gave up golf.
For the buffalo shuffle.
He recently gotback into the swing by scoring his first
hole -in -one.
T..p dancing, however, remains an enveloping in
terest for the 60 -year -old Human Resources professor.
Zidnak is a lanky man, who boasts a 300 piece bowtie
collection. It’s hard to believe that 20 years ago he was

By Genie Rees
In 1954, Billie Jean King was
struglling with a stiff backhand. In
1961, she won her first Wimbledon
doubles title and now in 1977, King
has become a legend in her own
time.
tennis
33
year -old
The
phenomenon sits twirling her
stylized Bancroft tennis racquette
and puts on a one -woman show in
office.
Mateo
her
San

dependent on a cane.
In 1971 he had open heart surgery at Stanford
University’s medical facility.
"I’ve had a lot more vitality following surgery," he
declared.
He does daily calisthenics, lifts weights, climbs six
flights of stairs to his office in the Business Tower and
swings golf clubs.

isn’t
middle name
Zidnak’s
Pete
Prof.
T%% inkle Toes, but it could be. The 61 year -old
Roman Resources professor took up tap
dancing to improve -- you’ll never believe this
-- his golf game.

An instructor with the United States Golf Association
and the Professional Golf Association rules clinics since
1974, Zidnak has been working with Northern California
Pro’s since 1967.
ile’s been shooting in the high 70s, and it was with that
near par possibilities that he took up tap dancing.

"You learn quite a bit in one semester,"
Zidnak
said. "In fact it was more than I could handle."
The veteran of World War II’s Pacific theater con
skiers himself a late bloomer. He received his Ph.D.in
1952 from the University of Southern California at tthe
age of 35, started golf at 44 and tap dancing at 59
His doctor is "not concerned" with the business
teacher’s hectic lifestyle, according to Zidnak, because
the doctor trusts that Zidnak will "know" when his body is
overstraining.
Zidnak ’s golfing buddies chided him about the tap
dancing,but he believes that all "good" golfers could
make, or already naturally are, excellent dancers.
The rhythym of the golf swing, according to Zidnak, is
an Inherent asset to tap dancing, or for any type of dancing.
"However, not all dancers would make good golfers."
he quippred.
"If I had never taken up tap dancing, I wouldn’thave
shot that hole in one," the former Manpower Department
chairman said.

He practices several hours a week, and swings five
pound weights about, strapped to each ankle toget more of
a workout.
Zidnak took the spring semester tap caiss from An
nette McDonald in Morris Daily Auditorium, then carried
on with toe tapping on his own this summer.
Every semester Zidnak teaches a Human Resources
class to over 750 students in the auditorium.
He and his toe twitching classmates writhed to such
tunes as "Save the Bones for Henry Jones," "Tea for
Two," and "Seesaw." Each dance required the student to
memorize 15 to 23 distinct steps, none of which were
repeated in the different selections.
The step such as the buffalo shuffle, grapevine, roundthe -world cramp role and Irish jig, demand tedious
practice Zidnak said.

Detectors hot item on market
americum oxide which could be released during a fire or
cleaning. This substace is suspected of being cancer
causing.
Other complaints from consumers claim that some
detectors start fires themselves, some won’t work in
humid weather and others gradually lose their ability to
check smoke.
The Consumer Product Safety Commission, the
government and certain manufacturers are slow to take
action in dealing with the hazards and warning the public
of possible dangers.
Many detectors have been called back due to serious
defects but thousands of faulty models are still muse. As
the industry matures, hopefully these problems can he
solved.
"All newly constructed homes, mobile homes or
remodeled houses have to have smoke detectors," said
Brewster. "It is now law."
’They are very effecteive and in the future when one
thinks of buying a new home, hopefully he or she will want
to make sure a smoke detector Is installed," he said.

By Corky Dick
The young couple retired for the night after attending
the theatre. They never woke up. They were victims of
smoke and toxic gas poisoning before fire ever broke out
in their home.
Smoke detectors are one of the hottest consumer
items on the market today. They rank second in sales only
to pocket calculators and citizen band radios.
The detectors can spot smoke or fumes before flames
break out and this can prevent deaths by asphyxiation.
Fire caused deaths can be reduced by 50 to 60 percent a
year with these detectors.
"The home smoke detector is the most significant
technological weapon developed in recent years to reduce
fire deaths and destruction," said Howard Tipton, administrator of the Federal National Fire Prevention and
Control Administration.
Smoke detectors were introduced in the late 1960s but
were not widely available until 1975. Eight million are now
sold in the United States per year in department, hard
ware and appliance stores, the predicted sales for next
year is 12 million.
"The detectors range from $29 to $49 and are more
effective in protecting a three or four bedroom house than
a heat detector." said John Brewster of AAA Alarm Co. of
San Jose.
On the market today there are 60 different models but
only two basic types: photoelectric and ionization.
The photoelectric type contains a light bulb and a
photocell so that any smoke coming into the detector will
put out the light striking the photocell and seta off the
alarm.
The ionization type has a small radiation souce that
produces electrically charged ions.
Photoelectric detectors can be plugged into an
electrical outlet or wired directly into the home electrical
system. The latter may have to be installed by a electrician at a cost of about $25.
Ionization detectors run on batteries and are easy to
install. However, the batteries must be replaced at least
once a year. This leaves them exempt from power failures
and flexible I placement.
According to Consumer Reports the beet photoelectric
models are the Nutone SIRIL and the Captain Kelly 929
The best ionization models are the Guardian FBI. the
Norelco HB0933 and the Sunbeam 4521.
"The best place to position a smoke detector Is in the
hallway on the ceiling that leads to the bedroom
area.’ said Brewster. "Normally one will do thejob but
where possible both types should be installed."
Maintenance is very important. Along with replacing
batteries and bulbs, you should dust the grillwork of your
detector periodically. A smoke detector should be checked
onece a month with real smoke to make sure it’s working
properly.
Along with the good there is the bad side tosmoke
Ralph
Nader’s
detectors.
consumer -advocate
organization charges that the ionization units contain
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two to help others overseas or here in the
U.S., check out today’s Peace Corp or VISTA.
Recruiters are on campus Sept. 12 thru
16, in the lobby of the Student Union, and at
the Career Planning and Placement Center.
To
be
sure
of
an
interview,
make
arrangements by telephoning 277-7272 now.
Both Peace Corps and VISTA are looking
for Spartans who will have their degrees and
be available to serve as volunteers some time
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CAMERA

sting began playing tennis at 7
years old in Long Beach when tennis
was nothing more than a county club
sport.
"You know I remember when

WANTED

ON

S._..112.1.1_,.._44-3110
Lost night
Woody Allen 11,
EVERYTHING
YOU EVER
TO KNOW
ABOUT SEX
Plus
ANNIE HALL

Televised football action
Monday Night at

every

Spartan
Pub

Hours: Mon.-Th. 11-11
Fri. 11-3
Happy flour:
Mon.-Th. 4-6
Fri. 11-3
(Free beer on your 21st birthday )

New this Fall is the

1

lig

Student I .CI

"Team tennis is also good for
the youngsters.
It gives them a
chance to see tennis in a professional
atmosphere." King is very happy
with the media coverage of Team
Tennis. The exposure will interest a
lot of potential players, she said

NATURAL GENERAL SCIENCE

year membership fee of $2.00

The Alameda

"I think that’s why Ginny
I Virginia Wade) of the New York
Apples and Borg of the Cleveland
Nets did so well."

Peace Corp

CIVIL ENGINEERING

with the purchase of a regular 1

..j

Jean King. . .the so
called "old lady" in tennis.

Billie

The so called "old lady" in the
tennis world is the most respected
player on the court. Terry Holladay
of the Golden Gater’s Team Tennis
said "The only person I would have
liked to play was Billie Jean when
she was in her prime. She had so
murh energy, I think that really
would have been a thrill."

SPECIAL EDUCATION

$3.00 locker

MINIMUM AGE 18

"Players are much better now
and I have to work a lot harder just
to keep up," King said.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

recreation center and baths.
coupon

Prize money has tripled in the
last 10 years and it has brought a lot
of new talent to the world of tennis.
Now tennis has bec me a mjor sport.
At Wimbledon this year, King
could not believe the professional
tennis she witnessed.
"Connors and Borg were unreal
at Wimbledon. How they could have
had those rallies on that crummy
grass is beyond me. And John Mc
Enroe
I who advanced from

"My knee has not fully
recovered from surgery and it was
giving me a lot of problems at
Wimbledon
But I don’t think
anyone could have beaten Chris that
day, it was her game and she never
let me in," King said.

HOME ECONOMICS

1

new

Although King did not make an
impressive showing at Wimbledon,
she lost to Chris Even in the semi.
finals 6-1, 6-2 she says she will
continue with tournament play.

ACCOUNTING

*

only

"Don’t think that tennis has
reached its peak.
We can go so
much further," King reiterated.

"I prefer to play with the
younger players.
They are interested in getting better and improving their tennis. Older players
are in a rut, but me I feel like I can
always get better," King explained
as she reaches down to pet her sheep
dog Lucy.
Lucy proudly wears a collar that
reads "New York Apples" and has
been all over the world with her
mistress.
"I can’t believe how tennis has
changed," King said. "It’s a whole
different game now. The new kids
olaying today are unbelievable, they
ire so much better than I ever was
We’ve come so far, yet there is so
much further we can go."
BJK is speaking of her business
partnership with husband Larry
King. The King’s have hit tennis
with a whirlwind.
A substantial
increase in prize money, World
Team Tennis and the development
of women’s tournaments are just a
few of their achievements.

The irresistible amont of prize
money has brought many tennis
players to think seriously of turning
professional.

ECONOMICS

Joses’

and

Team Tennis is excellent for the
players, the competition and the
matches keep you in shape, King
explained.

When King turned professional
in 1968, women’s tennis tournaments
were almost non-existent. Since then
the Virginia Slims, the Federation
Cup and the Avon Futures circuits
have sprouted allowing women to
compete for an average total purse
of $70,000.

openings are in the following:

I

bearer

I

If you’re a San Jose State Senior, and
have an interest in volunteering for a year or

UP

This
I 46

FOR AMERICA

private mens club welcomes all
gay and bi male students to San
one

Team tennis is just one of the
King’s innovative moves to further
the game. They co-founded team
tennis and it has been growing every
season. King is now currently
playing for the New York Apples.

tournament officals cringed
because I played a tournament in
shorts, instead of a tennis dress,"
King yelled.

the

COME TO WORK

between January and March.

King attributes most of her
success to her attitude, drive and
personality.
Sometimes categorized as
lively, flamboyant and high strung,
BJK lives up to that and more. She
confesses that she finds it difficult to
sit still for more than a minute. If
she is not standing up dramatically
acting out a scene then she is
vigorously practicing her forehand
stroke while talking.

qualifying to the quarter finals )
well, Ws just unbelievable," she
screamed.
King returned to Wimbledon this
year for the first time since 1974,
since then she devoted her time to
playing World Team tennis.

i

I

I
1$3.00 TheWatergarden $3.00 1
I

VISTA volunteer opportunities are for
community organizers who will work with
grass -roots organizations, and be involved in
grant writing, fund raising, and mobilizing
community resources on behalf of the poor
and powerless.
Candidates, who must be
willing to relocate anywhere in the U.S. may
qualify with a Bachelor’s Degree in any field
or some experience in community organizing.
Peace

Corp VISTA.

America.

Come

to

work

for

Bakery

Hours

Mon.-Th.7 7
Fri 7-3

Tastie baked delicacies made
fresh daily on our premises.
We’re located inside
Spartan Pub.

Brought to you by the
Student Union Spartan Food

Service.
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By Rich Freedman
LOGAN- On the bus
ride from West Hall to San
Jose Airport early Friday
morning, SJSU offensive
lineman Coleman Kells
exclaimed, "I can’t believe
we’re finally playing a
game."
Nearly 14,000 fans at
Utah State University’s
Romney Stadium would
the
Whatever
agree.
Spartans did play Saturday
not only quickly ended any
hopes for an undefeated
season but would cause
head coach Lynn Stiles to
send an application to the
state mental facility.
The Spartans. for those
not masochistic enough to
listen to the radio broadcast, looked more like the
Bad News Bears than a
major college football
team as they were embarrassed by the Aggies,

22-10, in both
opening contest.

schools

Hopefully for SJSU.
losing to Utah State won’t
be habit forming. The Ags,
as rumored, were accepted
Saturday into the PCAA
starting next fall.
It was a carnival atmosphere throughout the
80 degree day in scenic
Logan: First there was the
constant repeat playing of
the theme to "Rocky;"
Then a man garbed in a
chicken outfit rode his
motorcycle into a stunned
but unharmed Utah State
cheerleader; Finally, to
conclude the afternoon of
clowning around,
the
Spartans took the field.
Down by 22-0 in the
first half and outgained at
the final gun by a 414-282
yardage
count,
SJSU
proved what Stiles insisted
all along: It may truly be a

Polo coach, Livers 1
succeed in Bulgaria
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By Russ IngoId
SJSU water polo coach
Ed Samuels and track star
Ron Livers found personal
glory, and Spartan national
champion fencers learned
humbleness, at the World
University Championships
in Bulgaria last month.
Samuels, the newlyappointed SJSU Coach,
used his playing abilities to
lead the U.S. team past
four opponents, a feat
which included a 5-2 victory over the Russian
group in which he scored
two goals. The American
team finished fifth overall,
having tied two and lost
two.
Samuels was captain of
the U.S. unit and fulfilled
his obligations by scoring
at least once in every
match except against
Brazil. He was the second
highest scorer on the U.S
squad during the eight
games.
Romania captured the
water polo championship.
with Hungary second and
Italy third. The American
team lost to Romania but
battled Hungary to a tie
after leading nearly the
entire contest.
Livers, who won the
triple jump title at the
NCAA championships last
June as a junior at SJSU.
wound up second at the
Bulgaria event, held from
Aug. 17 to 28.
A 56 -foot -6 leap 1:e.
Pisckulin from the USSR
edged Livers’ 55-7 effort for
first place. Livers said he
was "out of shape" in
comparison to his 56-4
jump, good enough for first
place, at the U.S.-U.S.S.R
dual meet July 1.
three
other
The
representatives from SJSU
on the American tears
were fencers Michael and
Gay D’Asaro and Stacey
Johnson. Michael was the
U.S. women’s coach, his
wife a top individual
competitor, and Johnson a
U.S. team member.
All three are not ac
customed
to
losing.
D’Asaro’s women’s fencing
team at SJSU has won the
national title three years in
a row, and Johnson was al.
individual champion last
year. But the U.S. fencer,
came in 10th of 13 teams in
Bulgaria, a fact which
D’Asaro attributed to the
emphasis placed on fencing
in Europe.
"The U.S. team did
well," the coach said,

"considering how we stand
compared to the rest of the
world. We are building up
our program, but not at the
accelerated
rate
the
European countries are."
Gay was eliminated In
the quarter-finals of the
individual
competition
after advancing through
two rounds. Johnson entered the team event only
and suffered three narrow
losses.
"Our team Just missed
that extra edge," Johnson
said. "All the bouts were:
close for our team ; n one
more touch and I wouie
have won all of mine."

rebuilding year.
Utah State scored in its
first five possessions to
claim
the 22-0 second
quarter lead before Kevin
Cole’s five -yard run and
Randy Johnson’s extra
point put SJSU on the board
with 55 seconds left in the
first half.
Whatever Stiles told
his shellshocked players at
half did something to inspire the disorganized
Spartans
club.The
managed to outscore Bruce
Snyder’s Aggies 3-0 in the
final 30 minutes of action.
"I told them we’ve had
our experience, now we’re
veterans," Stiles said at
halftime. "But we made
too many mental mistakes.
I’m amazed we still had the
oportunities to win It."
Opportunities, indeed.
Three times SJSU marched
toward Utah State’s goal
line only to find last
season’s hunger for a score
just wasn’t there.
With 4:30 left in the
third
quarter,
James
Tucker fumbled the ball on
the Aggie four. But the
fumble was probably the
last thing in Tucker’s mind
three minutes later after he
had his knee crushed after
a seven yard pick up.
An operation is likely,
according to Stiles.
Down 22-10 with 8:48
left, second -string quarterback Jim Miller and
freshman running flash
J.J. Johnson carded SJSU
down to the Agee 14. Yep,
another boo-boo. Miller’s

pass was intercepted by
cornerback Ron McCloud
on the seven.
After an exchange of
punts, SJSU got the ball
and Miller threw three
straight completions to put
SJSU on the Utah 20. But it
was bye bye ballgame
Scot Tillotson grabbed a
stray pass in the endzone.
Although put through
the torture of seeing his
heavily favored team
drown in a sea of erors,
Stiles was pleasant in the
locker room.
"I said all along we’re
rebuilding," he remarked,
"We made many mistakes
which were indicative of a
young football team.
"Not taking anything
away from Utah State," he
added, "we had a good
chance of pulling it out but
we didn’t."
Twice consecutively
and once on another occasion starting Spartan
quarterback Ed Luther
turned to hand off and
found air.
Another time, he threw
a quick sideline pass to
Hardy Lewis. Only Lewis
was streaking downfield
before the pass.
Stiles would not finger
any individuals.
"We’ll have to look at
the films," he said.
As for the Snartan

KlNKO’S
295-4336

At least you could
count the Spartan missed
tackles on one hand. That is
providing the hand has 34
fingers.

was outstanding. Luther
did a good job punting and
Randy Johnson kicked
well."

try at a 62-yarder.
"I wish he let me in."
said Johnson,"1 think I
could have made it."

Oh yes. Stiles did find
something good to say
about the inauspiscicus
debut.
"Our kicking game

S.161

Johnson’s 47 -yard boot
was the lone second -half
score. The curly -locked
senior missed earlier on a
50 yard try that must have
soared 65 yards. There was
72 time early in the fame
where Stiles elected to punt
rather than give Johnson a
R--"R’;RIon :ERAS
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Students get big lift from rappelling
By Brian nosy

For some once was plenty
But others just couldn’t get
enough during an afternoon of
rappelling held by SJSU’s Army
ROTC cadets at the San Jose Fire
tower
training
Department’s
Thursday.
Walking backward off a 60-foey
ledge holding onto two lengths o.
half -inch rope, some participante
must have wondered If their suicidal
tendencies were surfacing
Nearly everyone stepping off the
safety net at the bottom, however
was enthusiastic about their
bounding descent.
It was great,"
"I loved it.
gasped Terry Garcia, 20. an art
senior. "I was scared to death up
there at first. The hard part is just
getting out. After that it’s easy."
Running back up the stairs after
his third time, 23-year-old Brian
Kelly yelled, "This is great! I could
do this all day. All they need is an
elevator in this place."
Open to the public with tree
instruction and equipment provided,
demonstration
the event featured
by cadet Maj. Dana Eyre.
To show that a person can be
stopped in mid -fall if his hands
slipped, Eyre launched himself off
the gray concrete ledge with his
arms and legs spreadeagled.
By having a person on the
ground pull on the ropes, the friction
created by the rope tightening on a
metal ring attached to his rappelling
harness stopped him halfway down.
Although reassured by this
safety demonstration, most of the 57
persons attending chose to make
their first attempt on the 30-foot
beginner’s tower. After two or three
descents there, they moved up the
stairs for a shot at the taller tower.
"It feels kind of weird," said
freshman Tim Pasek. It just goes

course are taught a variety of techniques, including the tying of the

Students in the ROTC
"Swiss seat" for rappelling.

against my principles to walk
backward off a building. The 30 footer was a real confidence builder.
though. If you get in trouble on that,
you know you’ve only got a couple of
more feet to go."
The Army cadets &so had a
recruiting table and free refreshments In an air-conditioned room for
those taking a break from the 90degree heat.
"There were a lot of people
saying that they wanted to bring
their friends along," Cadet Maj.

Dale Eikmeler said

"I’ve had a

’It goes against
my principiOs
to walk backward
off a building.’
little over a week to plan this, and
the fire department here has been
just super They were willing to give

us anything and everything.
couldn’t ask for anymore."

You

"Our primary aim here was
exposure for Army ROTC at San
Jose State," added cadet Col.
Rodney Victorine, brigade commander. "That’s why we opened it to
the whole student body. The
possibility exists to do it again this
semester, but it depends upon
student interest. We could have
easily handled double the number,
but we still had a really good turnout."

SJSU students in the ROTC rappelling demonstration
their skills on the tower.

’Prof Forum’ to be revived

Parking permit

Faculty to write for S.J. News
The San Jose News is
reviving the "Faculty
Forum" column featuring
articles by SJSU faculty
members.
The
column
was
originated about three
years ago by English Prof.
Dennis
Chaldecott
in
conjunction with San Jose
News Managing Editor
Frank Bonanno.
But at that time the
faculty did not respond
sufficiently
and
the

"Forum" was discontinued,
according
to
Political Science Depart.
ment
Chairman
Roy
Young.
Young, coordinator of
the articles, said faculty
members are Invited to
share comments, analysis
and information in their
fields with San Jose News
readers.
A wide variety of articles on contemporary
topics is being sought by

the evening paper. Young
encourages
faculty
members
representing
every discipline to submit
articles ranging from 500 to
600 words.
Faculty
members
submitting articles should
stick to their areas of expertise, Young said.
San
Jose
News
editorial writer Ernie
Hines, who will handle the
articles, is enthusiastic
about
the
"Forum"

Students working in dark as
SJSU cuts back power
Darkened
hallways
and gloomy classrooms
last Thursday were the
result of a request from P
G & E that all Northern and
Central
California
customers
goluntarily
reduce electriciT-demands
to alleviate a power
shortage caused by the
statewide drought.
Richard
Emigh,
Assistant Chief of SJSU
Plant Operations, said the
voluntary power reduction
resulted in a 10 percent
reduction of power usage
on campus the first day it
was in effect.

Big black box
will be drying
Gardens’ food
Garden
Spartan
students will be able to dry
their fruits and vegetables
in the solar dehydrator
being constructed by Rick
Marshall, one of the
program’s directors.
Spartan Gardens, an
A.S. program designed to
interest students in gardening and recycling,
maintains a 5,000 sq. ft. plot
south of campus where its
13 students earn units
growing their own food.
The dehydrator will
eight pounds of
dry
produce in three days
without electricity when it
IS IImplpterl this month

The power reduction
will continue until the
weather
cools
"significantly," or to below
80 degrees, Emigh said.
Emigh asked building
security coordinators to
reduce power consumption
by delaying "operations
and experiments" that
require large amounts of
power and turning off the

lighting in rooms with
windows
It is up to the individual
c000rdinators to decide
where reductions will be
made.
Emigh suggested that
offices could reduce their
electrical demands by
using their copy machines
for an hour in the morning
instead of throughout the
day

Child Care Available

revival.
"The university has a
great deal of expertise to
be tapped," said Hines.
Two "Forum" articles
have appeared so far and
Hines has a backlog of
another six.
Last Friday History
Prof.
Peter Buzanski
presented an analysis of
the Panama Canal Treaty,
On August 26 English Prof.
Dennis Chaldecott’s article
entitled "The Legacy of
Elvis Presley" appeared.
Hines said there is a
possibility articles will run
more often, depending
upon response.
"We hope to expand to
other universities in the
area like Santa Clara and
Stanford." Hines said.

planning poses pickl

All articles are to be given to
Young in the Business Tower, Room
450A or call him at 7-3520 for information.
Hines said $25 will be paid for
articles printed.

A parking ban defeat may have
spared the city administration a few
embarrassing moments -it was
unprepared to enforce the controversial edict.
The city failed to obtain bumper
stickers for distribution to identify
the residents’ vehicles.
The stickers were ordered from
the manufacturer, but were not
received.
Charles Allen, head of traffic
operations for the Public Works
Deparment, estimated that enforcement of restrictive parking
would have gone into effect almost
two weeks after the original starting
date, Sept. S.
San Jose Police Sergeant Floyd
Warthan, in charge of parking

SJSU professor
elected Fellow
Dr. Allen N. Smith, SJSU
professor of chemical engineering,
was recently elected Fellow of the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers.
Smith, founder of the Chemical
Engineering department here,
received the award for his work in
chemical engineering education and
his contributions to the chemical
engineering profession.
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Ask a banking question.
We’ll give you a full report.

Ages: 21/2 through 5
Parents: San Jose State Students
Attendance: 9:00 or 9:30
3:00 or 3:30
Full-time M -F
Location: 405 S. 10th Street
(at San Salvador)
State funded - Credentialed Teachers
FRANCES GULLAND
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
293-2288
An SCIP Project funded through the
Associated Students and the California
Deportment of Educalion

If you have a banking question you’d like answered, Bank of
America is the place to come.
In fact, we can probably give you a full report on the subject.
That’s because our Consumer Information Reports cover a
wide variety of banking subjects. Including, "A Guide to Checks and
Checking- which explains what you need to know about cashing
and depositing checks, holds, and stop-payment procedures. We also
offer Reports on: "How to Establish Credit’: "Ways to Save MoneY’
"Rights and Responsibilities: Age 18" and more.
And our Consumer Information Reports are free at any one
of our branches.
Of course, we have a variety of other banking services, as well.

Like College Plans Checking, Personal Choice Savings Plans, and
if you qualify Student BanliAmencarda Visaz and overdraft
protection. But you can pick up our Consumer Information Reports
with no obligation to sign up for anything.
You see, we figure the more you know about banking, the
more likely you are to bank with the bank that can do you the most
good, both in school and after.
Quite a few Californians think that’s us. And we’re hoping you’ll
come to the same conclusion.
Depend on us. More California college students do.
BANKof AMERICA

SANK ul AMERICA 5115A MEMBER FDIC
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control, said that citations we
have been issued until the ci
the stickers.
He added his department
intend to "push tickets."
Warthan estimated that t
could run as high as $10 if and
the ban goes into effect. Ve ii
would not have been towed aw a
said, but he pointed oul
possibility of one car receiving
than one ticket in one day.
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